


miniMulti Sensory Education System 
is  a  new  technology  for  relaxation,  meditation,  mental 
learning,  artistic  experience  and  entertainment.  Advanced 
technology  and  our  knowledge  of  the  media,  education, 
mental training and psychophysiology focuses in one product:

Dual-channel "Micro-Vibration": We tune the system so 
well that you have a sense of micro vibration in your body. It 
is  not  used  in  classic  massage.  That  is  interference  wave, 
which  flows  through your  body  gently  massaging from the 
inside. Additionally,'' Micro-Vibration'' is fully synchronized with 
sound!

Music  programs: so  you  can  deeply  relax  and  mentally 
educate. Synchronized music from the ''Micro-Vibration'' allows  you to experience the art of entertainment. 
You can listen to music through the speakers or headphones. Music programs can be played by different  
media players. 

Are you looking for more?

Audio-Visual  Stimulation:  our  best  AudioStrobe® 

Technology  for  creating  learning  friendly  mind  states. 
Additional stimulation is synchronized with the vibration and 
sounds.

Biofeedback: for  monitoring  and  real-time  evaluation  of 
mental states. You can also monitor your level of relaxation or 
activation.

Lots of options,  making miniMuses flexible.  
You can use it virtually anywhere!

   home and office relaxation and attention training 

    Mind & Body SPA centres 

    relaxation/chillout lounges 

 light & sound therapy 

                                             and many other places ...

    

    



                Lookup table for the miniMuSES® model, see explanations in the text*:
 

 miniMuSES®

Number of vibra-transducers 2

External audio speakers 2 (stereo)

Amplifier: audio channels 2 audio + 2 vibration

Headphones optional

 AudioStrobe®  Decoder optional

Verim Lab. incl. Mind- 
Reflection optional

Price in EURO incl. 23% Polish 
VAT, shipping costs not 

included 990.00

            *All details and prices may be subject to change without notice 

               
Number of vibra-transducers – model has 2 build in transducers; 
External audio speahers - 2 channels stereo for experience; optional Headphones;
Amplifier: audio channels – the actual number of supported audio channels for the transducers is 2.
                                         The  miniMuSES® amplifier has 4 separate channels; 2 for the vibrations and 2 for audio;  
AudioStrobe®  Decoder - with Light & Sound Stimulation glasses. Audio-Visual Stimulation; 
Verim Lab incl. Mind-Reflection – for biofeedback based training using GSR to USB converter “Mind-Reflection”.   

                                                                                        

        Requirements for miniMuSES® : 2m x 2m space;
                                                                     power supply (220 V 50 Hz)- for the amplifier;
                                                                     PC or Laptop- for Verim® Lab. inc. Mind-Reflection.

 
     Warning: Epileptics and people using cardiac devices should not use this system due to

       light, sound and magnetic field intensity changes.
  
          

              Delivery terms: 
             Shipping costs not included (from Poland (EU))                                 MORE INFORMATION:
             all orders must be prepaid                                                              www.verim.eu
             delivery 3 - 6 weeks depending on the specials of the model               www.audiostrobe.com


